
Making a Natural 
water filter



Problem Background Information 
and Rationale
What I am trying to solve

If you ever get stuck in the wild you're going to need clean 
water. You're not going to have a water filter handy so you're 
going to need to build one by yourself. I’m trying to figure out 
how to make one. People in other countries have a shortage of 
clean water, so this is another use of finding a good cheap, 
natural water filter since they can’t afford expensive ones.

In order for me to know I succeeded, the water I put in has to be 
visibly clearer. Even if you boil it, it’s still going to have lots of nasty 
gunk in it. So after I boil it and run it through the filter, I need to be 
able to drink it.



Research Problem and Predictions
I have researched four different ways to make a 

natural water filter, and overall, I think number three 

will come out the best.
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Investigative Methods:  Prototypes
What each does

Prototype 1 has moss, which adds natural iodine, fine 

charcoal, which is very porous and absorbs a lot, fine  

sand to filter out larger bits, then more charcoal and 

more sand. Prototype 2 is the same but The second 

charcoal layer and second sand layer are mixed, and 

the top sand is finer. Prototype 3 is a rag followed by 

charcoal and next sand and finally very fine and very 

coarse rocks.



Results and Data Visualization
Data

● The control, or original water, had a particle count of 

414 particles per millimeter.

● Design one had a particle count of 454

● Design 2 had a particle count of 494 

● Design three had a particle count of 441
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Limitations and Implications 

(Discussion and Interpretation)

Limitations

● Time

● Materials

● Lack of people

Implications

● Made a stand

● Cut a design



Conclusions and Ideas for Future 
Research

I think the particle-measuring instrument I used to 

check the water was faulty, (see numbers on a 

previous slide) because 3 is crystal clear and the 

control is dirty, so I think my hypothesis is correct. 3 

cleaned the water. I would, however, do more 

research on why the particle measurer showed me 

what it did.
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